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A monomial dynamical system f : Kn Ø Kn over a finite field K is a non-
linear  deterministic  time  discrete  dynamical  system  with  the  property
that  each  component  function  fi : Kn Ø K  is  a  monic  nonzero  mono-
mial  function.  In  this  paper  we  provide  an  algebraic  and  graph  theo-
retic framework to study the dynamic properties of monomial dynami-
cal  systems over  a  finite  field.  Within this  framework,  characterization
theorems for fixed point systems, that is,  systems in which all  trajecto-
ries end in steady states,  are proved. These characterizations are stated
in terms of connectedness properties of the dependency graph. Our for-
malism  allowed  us  to  develop  an  algorithm  of  polynomial  complexity
for testing whether or not a given monomial dynamical system over an
arbitrary  finite  field  is  a  fixed  point  system.  In  addition,  we  were  able
to identify a class of monomial dynamical systems, namely, the Iq - 1M-
fold redundant monomial systems. Within this class of systems a charac-
terization of fixed point systems is proved that represents a generaliza-
tion of previous work on Boolean monomial dynamical systems. 

1. Introduction

Time discrete dynamical systems over a finite set X  are an important
subject of active mathematical research. One relevant example of such
systems  are  cellular  automata,  first  introduced  in  the  late  1940s  by
John von Neumann [1].  More general  examples  are  nondeterministic
finite state automata [2] and sequential dynamical systems [3]. 

Deterministic time discrete dynamical systems over a finite field are
mappings f : Kn Ø Kn, where K is a finite field and n œ  is the dimen-
sion of the system. As opposed to deterministic time discrete dynami-
cal systems over a finite set X, this type of system allows for a richer
mathematical  framework  within  which  they  can  be  studied.  For  in-
stance, it can be shown that every component function fi : Kn Ø K is a
polynomial function of bounded degree in n variables [4, 5]. 

The study of dynamical systems generally addresses the question of
the  system’s  long-term  behavior,  in  particular, the  existence  of  fixed
points  and  (limit)  cyclic  trajectories.  In  this  paper  we  provide  an
algebraic and graph theoretic  framework for studying a specific  class
of  nonlinear  time  discrete  dynamical  systems  over  a  finite  field,
namely,  monomial  dynamical  systems  over  a  finite  field.  In  such
systems,  every  component  function  fi : Kn Ø K  is  a  monic  nonzero
monomial function. 
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The study of dynamical systems generally addresses the question of
the  system’s  long-term  behavior,  in  particular, the  existence  of  fixed
points  and  (limit)  cyclic  trajectories.  In  this  paper  we  provide  an
algebraic and graph theoretic  framework for studying a specific  class
of  nonlinear  time  discrete  dynamical  systems  over  a  finite  field,
namely,  monomial  dynamical  systems  over  a  finite  field.  In  such
systems,  every  component  function  fi : Kn Ø K  is  a  monic  nonzero
monomial function. 

Some types of monomial systems and their dynamic behavior have
been  studied  before:  monomial  cellular  automata  [6,  7],  Boolean
monomial systems [8], monomial systems over the p-adic numbers [9,
10],  and  monomial  systems  over  a  finite  field  [11|13].  A  necessary
and  sufficient  condition  for  Boolean  monomial  systems  to  be  fixed
point  systems,  that  is,  systems  in  which  all  trajectories  end  in  steady
states,  is  proved  in  [8].  This  condition  could  be  algorithmically  ex-
ploited.  Indeed,  the  authors  make  some  suggestive  comments  in  that
direction [8, Section 4.3]. Moreover, they describe the structure of the
limit cycles of a special type of Boolean monomial systems. 

In [13] the authors present a necessary and sufficient condition for
monomial systems over a finite field to be fixed point systems. How-
ever,  this  condition  is  not  easily  verifiable  and  therefore  the  theorem
does not yield a tractable algorithm in a straightforward way. In [13]
it  is  explicitly  stated  that  a  tractable  algorithm to  determine  whether
or not a monomial dynamical system over an arbitrary finite field is a
fixed point system has still to be developed [13, Section 3]. Neverthe-
less,  while  the  present  paper  was being peer-reviewed,  [14]  was pub-
lished,  providing  the  missing  computational-algebraic  ingredient  to-
ward  an  algorithmic  application  of  the  approach  in  [13].  However,
the concrete details of an algorithm exploiting the results in [13] and
[14] still need to be developed. 

Our  work  was  influenced  by  [8,  13,  12].  However,  we  took  a
slightly  different  approach.  The  mathematical  formalism  we  devel-
oped  allows  for  a  deeper  understanding  of  monomial  dynamical
systems  over  a  finite  field.  Indeed,  we  were  able  to  circumvent  the
complicated  Glueing-procedure  developed  in  [8,  Section  5].  Our
formalism allows  formulating  a  very  simple  algorithm of  polynomial
complexity  for  testing  whether  or  not  a  given  monomial  dynamical
system over an arbitrary finite field is a fixed point system. Additional
theorems that complement the work in [8, 13] are obtained. Further-
more,  we  were  able  to  identify  a  class  of  monomial  dynamical
systems,  namely,  the  Hq - 1L-fold  redundant  monomial  systems (to  be
defined later). Within this class of systems, a very satisfying characteri-
zation of fixed point systems can be reached. Boolean systems are triv-
ial  examples  of  Hq - 1L-fold  redundant  systems.  As  a  consequence,
many  of  our  results  about  Hq - 1L-fold  redundant  monomial  systems
provide  a  generalization  of  theorems  proved  in  [8] for  Boolean
systems. Last but not least, our formalism also constitutes a basis for
the study of monomial control systems [15]. 

It is pertinent to mention the work of [16] regarding linear time dis-
crete  dynamical  systems  over  a  finite  field,  in  which  the  number  of
limit cycles and their lengths is linked to the factorization (in so-called
elementary  divisor  polynomials)  of  the  characteristic  polynomial  of
the  matrix  representing  the  system.  (See  also  [17]  for  a  more  mathe-
matical exposition and [2, 18] for applications of the Boolean case in
control theory.) Furthermore, the affine case, that is, a linear map fol-
lowed  by  a  translation,  was  studied  in  [19].  An  interesting  contribu-
tion was made by Paul Cull in [20], who extended the considerations
to nonlinear functions, and showed how to reduce them to the linear
case. However, Cull’s approach does not yield an algorithm of polyno-
mial  complexity  to  solve  the  steady state  system problem.  Moreover,
according to [21], this might in general not be possible as a matter of
principle. 
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It is pertinent to mention the work of [16] regarding linear time dis-
crete  dynamical  systems  over  a  finite  field,  in  which  the  number  of
limit cycles and their lengths is linked to the factorization (in so-called
elementary  divisor  polynomials)  of  the  characteristic  polynomial  of
the  matrix  representing  the  system.  (See  also  [17]  for  a  more  mathe-
matical exposition and [2, 18] for applications of the Boolean case in
control theory.) Furthermore, the affine case, that is, a linear map fol-
lowed  by  a  translation,  was  studied  in  [19].  An  interesting  contribu-
tion was made by Paul Cull in [20], who extended the considerations
to nonlinear functions, and showed how to reduce them to the linear
case. However, Cull’s approach does not yield an algorithm of polyno-
mial  complexity  to  solve  the  steady state  system problem.  Moreover,
according to [21], this might in general not be possible as a matter of
principle. 

This  paper  is  organized  as  follows:  Section  2  establishes  an
algebraic  and  graph  theoretic  framework  within  which  monomial
dynamical  systems  over  a  finite  field  are  studied.  It  starts  with  some
basic  definitions  and  algebraic  results  (proofs  can  be  found  in  [5,
Section  2.2])  and  leads  the  reader  to  the  first  important  result,
namely,  that  the  monoid  of  n-dimensional  monomial  dynamical
systems  over  a  finite  field  K  is  isomorphic  to  a  certain  monoid  of
matrices.  Section  2  finishes  with  propositions  about  the  relationship
between the matrix F  corresponding to a monomial system f  (via the
isomorphism mentioned) and the adjacency matrix of the dependency
graph  of  f .  These  findings  allow  us  to  link  topological  properties  of
the  dependency  graph  with  the  dynamics  of  f ,  which  is  the
fundamental insight underlying this work. 

Section 3 is devoted to the characterization of fixed point systems.
These  characterizations  are  stated  in  terms  of  connectedness  proper-
ties of the dependency graph. Theorem 4, for instance, presents neces-
sary and sufficient connectedness conditions for a system to be a fixed
point  system. Furthermore,  the class  of  Hq - 1L-fold redundant mono-
mial  systems  is  introduced  and  a  characterization  of  fixed  point
systems within this class is provided. We finish Section 3 with several
relatively  easy  to  test  sufficient  conditions  for  a  system to  be  a  fixed
point system. 

Section  4  presents  an  algorithm  of  polynomial  complexity  to  test
whether or not a given monomial dynamical system over a finite field
K  is a fixed point system. A detailed complexity analysis of the algo-
rithm is provided. 
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2. Algebraic and Graph Theoretic Formalism

In  this  section  we  introduce  the  monoid  of  n-dimensional  monomial
dynamical systems over a finite field Fq. This monoid is isomorphic to
a certain monoid of matrices; in other words, the composition f È g of
two  monomial  dynamical  systems  f , g  is  completely  captured  by  the
product  F ÿ G  of  their  corresponding  matrices.  Furthermore,  we
provide  our  definition  for  the  dependency  graph  of  a  monomial
dynamical system f . The adjacency matrix of the dependency graph is
precisely  the  matrix  F  associated  with  f  via  the  isomorphism
mentioned  earlier.  This  finding  allows  us  to  link  topological
properties  of  the dependency graph with the dynamics  of  f ,  which is
the fundamental insight underlying this work. 

Definition 1.  We  denote  a  finite  field  with  Fq,  where  q  stands  for  the
number of elements in the field. It is understood that q is a power of
the (prime) characteristic of the field. 

Definition 2. Let Fq  be a finite field. The set Eq := 80, … , q - 1< Õ 0  is
called the exponents set of the field Fq.

Definition 3.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field  and  n œ .  A  map  f : Fq
n Ø Fq

n  is
called a monomial dynamical system over Fq  if for every i œ 81, … , n<
there  exists  a  tuple  IFi 1, … , Fi nM œ Eq

n  such  that

fiHxL  x1
Fi 1

 xn
Fi n " x œ Fq

n.

Remark 1.  As  opposed  to  [8],  we  exclude  in  the  definition  of  a
monomial  dynamical  system the  possibility  that  one  of  the  functions
fi  is  equal  to  the  zero  function.  However,  in  contrast  to  [13],  we  do
allow the case fi ª 1 in our definition. This is not a loss of generality
because  of  the  following:  If  we  were  studying  a  dynamical  system
f : Fq

n Ø Fq
n  where one of the functions, say fj, was equal to zero, then,

for  every initial  state  x œ Fq
n,  after  one iteration the system would be

in a state f HxL whose jth  entry is zero. In all subsequent iterations the

value of the jth  entry would remain zero. As a consequence, the long-
term  dynamics  of  the  system  are  reflected  in  the  projection
p’`HyL := Iy1, … , yj-1, yj+1, … , ynM

t  and  it  is  sufficient  to  study  the

system
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f
è

: Fq
n-1 Ø Fq

n-1

y #

 f1 Iy1, … , yj-1, 0, yj+1, … , ynM 

 ª 

 fj-1 Iy1, … , yj-1, 0, yj+1, … , ynM 

 fj+1 Iy1, … , yj-1, 0, yj+1, … , ynM

 ª 

 fn Iy1, … , yj-1, 0, yj+1, … , ynM 

.

In  general,  the  system f
è
 could  contain  component  functions  equal

to  the  zero  function,  since  every  component  fi  that  depends  on  the
variable xj would become zero. As a consequence, the described proce-
dure needs to be applied several times until the lower dimensional sys-
tem  obtained  does  not  contain  component  functions  equal  to  zero.
It  is  also  possible  that  this  repeated  procedure  yields  the  one-
dimensional zero function. In this case, we can conclude that the origi-
nal system f  is a fixed point system with H0, … , 0L œ Fq

n  as its unique
fixed  point.  The  details  about  this  procedure  are  described  as  the
“preprocessing algorithm” in [5, Appendix B]. 

It  is  well  known  that  every  function  h : Fq
n Ø Fq  is  a  polynomial

function  in  n  variables  where  no  variable  appears  to  a  power  higher
or equal to q  (e.g., [4, pp. 368|369]; or [5, Section 1.2]). Calculating
the composition of a dynamical system f : Fq

n Ø Fq
n  with itself, we face

the situation where some of the exponents exceed the value q - 1 and
need to be reduced according to the well-known rule

(1)aq  a " a œ Fq.

This  process  can  be  accomplished  systematically  if  we  look  at  the
power xi

p  (where p > q)  as  a  polynomial  in the ring Fq@tD  and define
the magnitude redqHpL  as  the degree of  the (unique) remainder of  the
polynomial  division  tp ¸ Htq - tL  in  the  polynomial  ring  Fq@tD.  Then
we can write

(2)xi
p  xi

redqHpL " xi œ Fq,

which is a direct consequence of the following easily shown properties
(e.g., [5, Lemma 39]) of the operator redq : 0 Ø Eq:

(3)redqIredqHcLM  redqHcL " c œ 0
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(4)redqHcL  0 ñ c  0

(5)for a, b œ 0, xa  xb " x œ Fq ñ redqHaL  redqHbL

(6)
for a, b œ ,
redqHaL  redqHbL ñ $ a œ  : a  b + a Hq - 1L.

In conclusion, the “exponents arithmetic” needed when calculating
the  composition  of  dynamical  systems  f , g : Fq

n Ø Fq
n  can  be

formalized  based  on  the  reduction  operator  redqHpL.  Indeed,  the  set
Eq  80, 1, … , Hq - 1L< Õ   together  with  the  operations  of  addition
a ⊕ b := redqHa + bL  and  multiplication  a•b := redqHa bL  is  a
commutative  semiring  with  identity  1.  We  call  this  commutative
semiring  the  exponents  semiring  of  the  field  Fq.  With  this  operation,
it  can  be  easily  shown  that  the  set  MInän; EqM  of  nän  quadratic
matrices with entries in the semiring Eq  together with the operation ÿ
of  matrix  multiplication  (which  is  defined  in  terms  of  the  operations
⊕ and • on the matrix entries) over Eq is a monoid. Similarly, the set

M Fn
nIFqM := :f : Fq

n Ø Fq
n

$ F œ MInän; EqM : fiHxL = x1
Fi 1

 xn
Fi n " x œ Fq

n>

of  all  n-dimensional  monomial  dynamical  systems  over  Fq  together
with  the  composition  È  of  mappings  is  a  monoid.  It  is  not  hard  to
prove that these two monoids are isomorphic via the isomorphism

Y : MInän; EqM Ø M Fn
nIFqM

G # YHGL

where

YHGLi HxL := x1
Gi 1 … xn

Gi n for i  1, … , n.

The  interested  reader  can  find  proofs  for  the  previous  results  in  [5,
Section 2.2]. 

Remark 2.  The  operation  redq : 0 Ø Eq  can  be  extended  to  matrices
MInän; 0M by applying redq  to the entries of the matrix. We call this
extension  mredq : MInän; 0M Ø MInän; EqM.  See  [5,  Remark  47]  for
further details where one important property of mredq shown is

(7)mredqHAL  0 ñ A  0.
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Remark 3.  For  a  given  monomial  dynamical  system  f œ M Fn
nIFqM,  the

matrix F := Y-1Hf L is called the corresponding matrix of the system f .
For  a  matrix  power  in  the  monoid  MInän; EqM,  we  use  the  notation
Fÿm. By induction it can be easily shown that Y-1Hf mL  Fÿm.

As our investigations have shown, topological properties of the de-
pendency  graph  of  a  monomial  dynamical  system (defined  later)  can
reveal dynamic properties of the system. Therefore, in the rest of this
section we turn our attention to some graph theoretic considerations.
We  now  review  some  well-known  graph  theoretical  objects  and  re-
sults while, at the same time, we introduce some useful notation.

Definition 4.  A  directed  graph  G  IVG, EG, pG : EG Ø VGäVGM  that
allows self loops and parallel directed edges is called a digraph. 

Definition 5.  Let M  be a nonempty finite set.  Furthermore, let n := †M§
be the cardinality of M. An enumeration of the elements of M is a bi-
jective mapping f : M Ø 81, … , n<.  Given an enumeration f  of the set
M,  we  write  M  8f1, … , fn<  where  the  unique  element  x œ M  with
the property f HxL  i œ 81, … , n< is denoted as fi. 

Definition 6.  Let  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  be  a  monomial  dynamical  system  and

G  IVG, EG, pGM  a  digraph  with  vertex  set  VG  of  cardinality
°VG•  n. Furthermore, let F := Y-1Hf L be the corresponding matrix of
f .  The digraph G  is  called a dependency graph  of  f  if  and only if  an
enumeration  a : VG Ø 81, … , n<  of  the  elements  of  VG  exists,  such
that  " i, j œ 81, … , n<  there  are  exactly  Fi j  directed  edges  ai Ø aj  in

the set EG, that is, ¢pf
-1IIai, ajMM  Fi j¶. 

Remark 4. It is easy to show that if G and H are dependency graphs of
f , then G and H  are isomorphic. In this sense we speak of the depen-
dency  graph  of  f  and  denote  it  by  Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M.  Note  that  our

definition  of  a  dependency  graph  differs  slightly  from  the  definition
used in [8]. 

Definition 7.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph.  Two  vertices
a, b œ VG  are called connected if there is a t œ 0  and (not necessarily
different)  vertices  v1, … , vt œ VG  such  that  a Ø v1 Ø v2 Ø 

Ø vt Ø b.  In this situation we write a↝s b,  where s  is the number of
directed  edges  involved  in  the  sequence  from  a  to  b  (in  this  case
s  t + 1). Two sequences a↝s b of the same length are considered dif-
ferent if the directed edges involved are different or the order at which
they appear is different, even if the visited vertices are the same. As a
convention, a single vertex a œ VG  is always connected to itself a↝0 a
by an empty sequence of length 0. 
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Definition 8.  Let  G  IVG,  EG,  pGM  be  a  digraph  and  a, b œ VG  two
vertices. A sequence a↝s b

a Ø v1 Ø v2 Ø  Ø vt Ø b

is called a path, if no vertex vi  is visited more than once. If a  b, but
no  other  vertex  is  visited  more  than  once,  a↝s b  is  called  a  closed
path. 

Definition 9.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph.  Two  vertices
a, b œ VG  are  called  strongly  connected  if  there  are  natural  numbers
s, t œ  such that a↝s b and b↝t a. In this situation we write a F b. 

Theorem 1. Let G  IVG, EG, pGM be a digraph. F is an equivalence re-
lation on VG  called a strong equivalence. The equivalence class of any
vertex a œ VG  is  called a strongly connected component  and denoted
by a

ÿ
Œ VG. 

Proof.  This  is  well  known  as  shown,  for  instance,  in  [8,  Defini-
tion 3.1]. ‡

Definition 10.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph  and  a œ VG  one  of

its vertices. The strongly connected component a
ÿ
Œ VG  is called trivial

if and only if a
ÿ  8a< and there is no edge a Ø a in EG. 

Definition 11. Let G  IVG, EG, pGM be a digraph with vertex set VG of
cardinality °VG•  n and VG  8a1, … , an< an enumeration of the ele-
ments  of  VG.  The  matrix  A œ MInän; 0M  whose  entries  are  defined
as Ai j :=  number of  edges ai Ø aj  contained in EG  for i, j  1, … , n
is called an adjacency matrix of G with the enumeration a. 

Theorem 2.  Let G  IVG, EG, pGM  be a digraph with vertex set  VG  of
cardinality  °VG•  n  and  VG  8a1, … , an<  an  enumeration  of  the
elements of VG. Furthermore, let A œ MInän; 0M be its adjacency ma-
trix  (with  the  enumeration  a),  m œ   a  natural  number,  and
B := Am œ MInän; 0M is the mth  power of A. Then " i, j œ 81, … , n<
the  entry  Bi j  of  B  is  equal  to  the  number  of  different  sequences
ai ↝m aj of length m. 

Proof. The proof of this is a well-known result and can be found in
[22]. ‡

Remark 5.  Let  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  be  a  monomial  dynamical  system.

Furthermore,  let  Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  be the dependency graph of f  and

Vf  8a1, … , an<  the  associated  enumeration  of  the  elements  of  Vf .

Then, according to the definition of a dependency graph, F := Y-1Hf L
(the  corresponding  matrix  of  f )  is  precisely  the  adjacency  matrix  of

Gf  with  the  enumeration  a.  Now,  by  Remarks  3  and  2  we  can

conclude
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Remark 5.  Let  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  be  a  monomial  dynamical  system.

Furthermore,  let  Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  be the dependency graph of f  and

Vf  8a1, … , an<  the  associated  enumeration  of  the  elements  of  Vf .

Then, according to the definition of a dependency graph, F := Y-1Hf L
(the  corresponding  matrix  of  f )  is  precisely  the  adjacency  matrix  of

Gf  with  the  enumeration  a.  Now,  by  Remarks  3  and  2  we  can

conclude

(8)Y-1Hf mL  mredqHFmL.

3. Characterization of Fixed Point Systems

The results presented in Section 2 allow us to link topological proper-
ties of the dependency graph with the dynamics of f . We now exploit
this  feature  to  prove  some  characterizations  of  fixed  point  systems
stated in terms of  connectedness properties  of  the dependency graph.
In the course of these investigations we will identify and define a class
of  monomial  dynamical  systems  as  the  Hq - 1L-fold  redundant  mono-
mial systems. Within this class of systems, a very satisfying characteri-
zation  of  fixed  point  systems  can  be  reached.  A  trivial  example  of
Hq - 1L-fold redundant systems are the Boolean systems, that is, mono-
mial  systems  f œ M Fn

nHF2L.  As  a  consequence,  many  of  the  results
shown in this section provide a generalization of results proved in [8]
for Boolean systems. 

Theorem 3.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field  and  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  monomial  dy-

namical  system.  Then  f  is  a  fixed  point  system  with  H1, … , 1Lt œ Fq
n

as  its  only  fixed  point  if  and  only  if  its  dependency  graph  only  con-
tains trivial strongly connected components. 

Proof. By Remark 5, F := Y-1Hf L is the adjacency matrix of the de-
pendency  graph  of  f .  If  the  dependency  graph  does  not  contain  any
nontrivial  strongly  connected  components,  every  sequence  a↝s b  be-
tween  two  arbitrary  vertices  can  be  at  most  of  length  n - 1.  (A  se-
quence that  revisits  a  vertex would contain a  closed sequence,  which
is strongly connected.) Therefore, by Theorem 2, $ m œ  with m § n
such that Fm  0 (the zero matrix in MInän; 0M). Now, according to
equation (8) we have Y-1 Hf mL  mredqHFmL  mredqH0L  0 and con-
sequently Y-1 Hf rL  0 " r ¥ m. Thus, f r  1 " r ¥ m.

If,  on  the  other  hand,  there  is  an  m œ   such  that
f m+l  f m  1 " l œ   applying  the  isomorphism  Y-1  (see  Remark
3)  we  obtain  FÿHm+lL  Fÿm  0 " l œ   and  (see  equation  (8))
mredqIFm+lM  mredqHFmL  0 " l œ .  It  follows  from  equation  (7)
(see also [5, Remark 47]) that Fm+a  0 " a œ 0.

Now,  by  Theorem  2,  there  are  no  sequences  a↝s b  between  any
two  arbitrary  vertices  a, b  of  length  larger  than  m - 1. As  a  conse-
quence,  there  cannot  be  any  nontrivial  strongly  connected  compo-
nents in the dependency graph of f . ‡
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Now,  by  Theorem  2,  there  are  no  sequences  a↝s b  between  any
two  arbitrary  vertices  a, b  of  length  larger  than  m - 1. As  a  conse-
quence,  there  cannot  be  any  nontrivial  strongly  connected  compo-
nents in the dependency graph of f . ‡

Definition 12.  A  monomial  dynamical  system  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  whose

dependency graph contains nontrivial strongly connected components
is called a coupled monomial dynamical system. 

Definition 13.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph,  m œ   a  natural
number,  and  a, b œ VG  two  vertices.  The  number  of  different  se-
quences of length m from a to b is denoted by smHa, bL œ 0. By Theo-
rem 2 it obviously holds that smIai, ajM  HAmLi j. 

Theorem 4.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field,  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  coupled  monomial

dynamical  system,  and Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  its  dependency graph.  Then

f  is a fixed point system if and only if there is an m œ  such that the
following two conditions hold. 

1. For  every  pair  of  nodes  a, b œ Vf  with  a↝m b  there  exists  for  every

l œ  an al œ  such that sm+lHa, bL  smHa, bL + alIq - 1M ≠ 0. 

2. For  every  pair  of  nodes  a, b œ Vf  with  smHa, bL  0  it  holds  that
sm+lHa, bL  0 " l œ .

Proof. Let Vf  8a1, … , an< be the enumeration of the vertices. If f

is a fixed point system, $ m œ  such that f m+l  f m " l œ . By ap-
plying the homomorphism Y-1 we get (see Remark 3) 

(9)FÿHm+lL  Fÿm " l œ .

By  Remark  5  it  follows  that  mredqIFm+lM  mredqHFmL " l œ .  Let
i, j œ 81, … , n<. If, on the one hand, HFÿmLi j  0, then by equation (9)

we would have IFÿHm+lLMi j  0 " l œ . Consequently, by equation (4)

we have IFm+aMi j  0 " a œ 0.

Now,  by  Theorem  2,  there  are  no  sequences  ai ↝s aj  of  length
larger than m - 1. In other words, Theorem 4 condition 2 follows. If,
on  the  other  hand,  HFÿmLi j ≠ 0  then  by  equation  (9)  we  would  have

IFÿHm+lLMi j  HFÿmLi j ≠ 0 " l œ .  Consequently,  by  equations  (4)  and

(6)  $  al œ   such that  IFm+lMi j  HFmLi j + alHq - 1L " l œ .  In  other

words, Theorem 4 condition 1 follows. 
We  now show the  converse:  Given  conditions  1  and  2  and  in  ac-

cordance  with  Theorem  2  and  Remark  5,  if  HFmLi j  0,  then

IFm+lMi j  HFmLi j " l œ   and  if  HFmLi j ≠ 0,  then  $ al œ  :

IFm+lMi j  HFmLi j + alHq - 1L ≠ 0 " l œ .

Now,  by  equations  (4)  and  (6),  we  have  mredqIFm+lM 
mredqHFmL " l œ  and by Remark 5 FÿHm+lL  Fÿm " l œ . Thus, af-
ter applying the isomorphism Y: f m+l  f m " l œ .‡
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Now,  by  equations  (4)  and  (6),  we  have  mredqIFm+lM 
mredqHFmL " l œ  and by Remark 5 FÿHm+lL  Fÿm " l œ . Thus, af-
ter applying the isomorphism Y: f m+l  f m " l œ .‡

The following parameter for digraphs was introduced into the field
of  research  on  monomial  dynamical  systems  over  F2  in  [8]  as  the
“loop  number”.  The  loop  number  of  a  strongly  connected  graph  is
also known as the “index of imprimitivity” [23] or “period” [24] and
has been used in the study of non-negative matrices [25, 26]. It is well
known that  this  number  quantizes  the  length  of  any  closed  sequence
in  a  strongly  connected  digraph.  It  is  also  the  biggest  possible
“quantum”. 

Definition 14.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph  and  a œ VG  one  of
its vertices. The number 

LHaL := min
a↝u a
a↝v a
u≠v

†u - v§

is  called  the  loop  number  of  a.  If  there  is  no  sequence  of  positive
length from a to a, then HaL is set to zero. 

If a
ÿ
 is nontrivial, then for every b œ a

ÿ
 it holds that HbL  HaL (for

a  proof  see  [8,  Lemma 4.2]).  Therefore,  we introduce  the  loop num-
ber of strongly connected components as HaÿL := HaL.

In  [25,  Section  3.4],  the  index  of  imprimitivity  is  directly  defined
(i.e.,  without  defining  it  for  single  nodes  in  the  digraph)  for  strongly
connected digraphs using an equivalent definition. 

Remark 6.  The  loop number  of  any  trivial  strongly  connected  compo-
nent is, due to the convention made in Definition 14, equal to zero. 

Corollary 1.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field,  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  coupled monomial

dynamical system, and Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M its dependency graph. If f  is

a  fixed  point  system,  then  the  loop  number  of  each  of  its  nontrivial
strongly connected components is equal to one.

Proof. Let m œ  be as stated in Theorem 4. Let a
ÿ
Œ Vf  be a nontriv-

ial  strongly  connected component.  For  every  b œ a
ÿ

 we  have  that  b  is
strongly  connected  with  itself.  Therefore,  for  every  s œ   there  is
a  t ¥ s  such  that  b↝t b.  In  particular,  there  must  be  a  u œ   with
u > m  such  that  b↝u b,  that  is,  suHb, bL ¥ 1.  By  condition  2  of
Theorem  4  we  know  that  smHb, bL ≠ 0,  otherwise  suHb, bL  0.
Now,  from  condition  1  we  know  that  $ al œ  :
sm+lHb, bL  smHb, bL + alHq - 1L ≠ 0 " l œ   and,  in  particular,
sm+lHb, bL ≠ 0 " l œ .  Therefore,  " l œ   there  are  sequences
b↝m+l b. Thus, HaÿL  HbL  1. ‡
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Proof. Let m œ  be as stated in Theorem 4. Let a
ÿ
Œ Vf  be a nontriv-

ial  strongly  connected component.  For  every  b œ a
ÿ

 we  have  that  b  is
strongly  connected  with  itself.  Therefore,  for  every  s œ   there  is
a  t ¥ s  such  that  b↝t b.  In  particular,  there  must  be  a  u œ   with
u > m  such  that  b↝u b,  that  is,  suHb, bL ¥ 1.  By  condition  2  of
Theorem  4  we  know  that  smHb, bL ≠ 0,  otherwise  suHb, bL  0.
Now,  from  condition  1  we  know  that  $ al œ  :
sm+lHb, bL  smHb, bL + alHq - 1L ≠ 0 " l œ   and,  in  particular,
sm+lHb, bL ≠ 0 " l œ .  Therefore,  " l œ   there  are  sequences
b↝m+l b. Thus, HaÿL  HbL  1. ‡

Definition 15.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph  and  a, b œ VG  two
vertices. The vertex a is called recurrently connected to b, if for every
s œ  there is a u ¥ s such that a↝u b. 

Remark 7.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph  with  vertex  set  VG  of
cardinality n := °VG•. Obviously, for any two vertices a, b œ VG  either
a  is  recurrently connected to b  or there is  an m œ   with m § n  such
that no sequence a↝t b of length t ¥ m exists.

Lemma 1. Let G  IVG, EG, pGM be a digraph and U Œ VG  a nontriv-
ial  strongly  connected  component.  Furthermore,  let  t := LHUL  be  the
loop number of U. Then for each a, b œ U there is an m œ  such that
the graph G contains sequences a↝m+l t b of length m + lt " l œ .

Proof.  See  [8,  Proposition  4.5]  or,  alternatively,  [25,  Lem-
ma 3.4.1]. ‡

Theorem 5.  Let  G  IVG, EG, pGM  be  a  digraph  containing  nontrivial
strongly connected components. If  the loop number of every nontriv-
ial  strongly  connected  component  is  equal  to  one,  then  there  is  an
m œ   such  that  any  pair  of  vertices  ai, aj œ VG  with  ai  recurrently
connected to aj satisfies sm+l Iai, ajM > 0 " l œ 0.

Proof.  This  follows  easily  from  Lemma  1.  Alternatively,  see  [25,
Lemma 3.4.1]. ‡

Definition 16. Let Fq be a finite field, f œ M Fn
nIFqM a monomial dynami-

cal  system,  and  Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  its  dependency  graph.  f  is  called  a

Hq - 1L-fold redundant monomial system if there is an N œ  such that
for any pair a, b œ Vf  with a recurrently connected to b, the following

holds: 

" m ¥ N $ aa b m œ 0 : smHa, bL  aa b mHq - 1L.

Remark 8.  Note  that  any  Boolean  monomial  dynamical  system
f œ M Fn

nHF2L is H2 - 1L-fold redundant. 

Lemma 2.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field,  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  coupled  Hq - 1L-fold

redundant monomial dynamical system, and Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  its  de-

pendency graph. Then f  is a fixed point system if the loop number of
each nontrivial strongly connected component of Gf  is equal to one.

Proof. Let Vf  8a1, … , an< be the enumeration of the vertices and

F := Y-1Hf L  be the corresponding matrix of f . Consider two arbitrary
vertices ai, aj œ Vf . By Remark 7, either ai  is recurrently connected to

aj  or there is an m0 œ   with m0 § n  such that no sequence a↝t b  of
length  t ¥ m0  exists.  If  the  latter  is  the  case,  then

IFm0+lMi j  0 " l œ 0.
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Proof. Let Vf  8a1, … , an< be the enumeration of the vertices and

F := Y-1Hf L  be the corresponding matrix of f . Consider two arbitrary
vertices ai, aj œ Vf . By Remark 7, either ai  is recurrently connected to

aj  or there is an m0 œ   with m0 § n  such that no sequence a↝t b  of
length  t ¥ m0  exists.  If  the  latter  is  the  case,  then

IFm0+lMi j  0 " l œ 0.

On  the  other  hand,  if  ai  is  recurrently  connected  to  aj,  then  by
Theorem 5 there is an m1 œ  such that

(10)sm1+gIai, ajM > 0 " g œ 0.

Consider  now  m2 := maxHn, m1L.  Due  to  the  universality  of  m1  in
equation (10),  for any pair  of  vertices  ai, aj œ VG  with ai  recurrently
connected to aj there is a sequence ai ↝m2+g aj of length m2 + g, in par-
ticular sHm2+gLIai, ajM > 0 " g œ 0. Now, let N be the constant in Defi-
nition  16  and  m3 := maxHN, m2L.  Now,  by  hypothesis,  $ ai j g œ 

such that sIm3+gM
Iai, ajM  ai j gHq - 1L " g œ 0. Thus,

sIm3+gM
Iai, ajM =

ai j gHq - 1L  ai j 0Hq - 1L + Iai j g - ai j 0M Hq - 1L =
sm3 Iai, ajM + Iai j g - ai j 0M Hq - 1L " g œ 0.

Summarizing,  since  m0 § n § m2 § m3,  we  can  say  that
" i, j œ 81, … , n<, depending on whether ai and aj are recurrently con-

nected  or  not,  IFm3+lMi j  0 " l œ 0  or  $ al œ  : IFm3+lMi j 
HFm3 Li j + alHq - 1L ≠ 0 " l œ 0. Now, by equations (4) and (6), it fol-

lows  that  mredqIF
m3+lM  mredqHF

m3 L " l œ   and  by  Remark  5

FÿIm3+lM  Fÿm3 " l œ .  Thus,  after  applying  the  isomorphism  Y  we
have f m3+l  f m3 " l œ .‡

Theorem 6. Let Fq  be a finite field, f œ M Fn
nIFqM a coupled Hq - 1L-fold

redundant monomial dynamical system, and Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  its  de-

pendency graph. Then f  is a fixed point system if and only if the loop
number  of  each  nontrivial  strongly  connected  component  of  Gf  is

equal to one. 
Proof.  The  claim  follows  immediately  from  Lemma  2  and  Corol-

lary 1. ‡

Theorem 7.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field,  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  coupled  monomial

dynamical  system,  and Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  its  dependency graph.  Then

f  is a fixed point system if the following properties hold. 
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1. The  loop  number  of  each  nontrivial  strongly  connected  component  of
Gf  is equal to one. 

2. For each nontrivial strongly connected component a
ÿ
Œ Vf  and arbitrary

b, c œ a
ÿ
, s1Hb, cL ≠ 0 fl s1Hb, cL  q - 1.

Proof.  Let Vf  8a1, … , an<  be the enumeration of the vertices. Con-

sider  two  vertices  ai, aj œ Vf  such  that  ai  is  recurrently  connected  to

aj. Then by Theorem 5 there is an m1 œ  such that

(11)sm1+gIai, ajM > 0 " g œ 0.

Consider  now  m2 := maxHn, m1L.  Due  to  the  universality  of  m1  in
equation (11),  for any pair  of  vertices  ai, aj œ VG  with ai  recurrently
connected to aj  there is a sequence ai ↝m2+g aj  of length m2 + g. Since

m2 + g > n - 1,  necessarily  $ akg , alg œ akg  such  that  akg  is  nontrivial

and

(12)ai ↝Hm2+gL aj  ai Ø  Ø akg ↝t alg Ø  Ø aj

(t depends on i, j, and g). Now, by hypothesis, every two directly con-
nected  vertices  a, b œ akg  are  directly  connected  by  exactly  q - 1  di-

rected  edges.  Therefore,  for  any  sequence  akg ↝t alg  of  length  t œ 

there  are  Hq - 1Lt  different  copies  of  it  and  we  can  conclude  $ a œ 

such  that  stJakg , alg N  aHq - 1L.  As  a  consequence,  there  are  aHq - 1L

different copies of the sequence in equation (12). Since we are dealing
with an arbitrary sequence ai ↝Hm2+gL aj  of fixed length m2 + g, g œ 0
we  can  conclude  that  $ ai j g œ   such  that  sHm2+gLIai, ajM 
ai j gHq - 1L " g œ 0.  Thus,  f  is  a  coupled  Hq - 1L-fold  redundant

monomial dynamical system and the claim follows from Lemma 2. ‡

Corollary 2. Let F2  be the finite field with two elements, f œ M Fn
nHF2L a

Boolean  monomial  dynamical  system,  and  F := Y-1Hf L œ MHnän; E2L

its  corresponding  matrix.  Furthermore,  let  Fq  be  a  finite  field  and
g œ M Fn

nIFqM  the  monomial  dynamical  system  whose  corresponding
matrix G := Y-1HgL œ MInän; EqM satisfies " i, j œ 81, … , n<

Gi j 
q - 1 if Fi j  1

0 if Fi j  0.

If f  is a fixed point system then g is a fixed point system too. 
Proof.  Let Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  be the dependency graph of f .  By the

definition  of  g,  one  can  easily  see  that  the  dependency  graph
Gg  IVg, Eg, pgM  of  g  can  be  generated  from  Gf  by  adding  q - 2

identical parallel edges for every existing edge. Obviously Gf  and Gg

have the same strongly connected components. If Gf  does not contain

any  nontrivial  strongly  connected  components,  then  Gg  would  not
contain any either and by Theorem 3 g would be a fixed point system.
If,  on  the  other  hand,  Gf  does  contain  nontrivial  strongly  connected

components,  then  by  [8,  Theorem  6.1]  each  of  those  components
would  have  loop  number  1.  From the  definition  of  g  it  also  follows
for  any  pair  of  vertices  a, b œ Eg  that  s1Ha, bL ≠ 0 fl s1Ha, bL  q - 1.
By Theorem 7 g would be a fixed point system. ‡
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Proof.  Let Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  be the dependency graph of f .  By the

definition  of  g,  one  can  easily  see  that  the  dependency  graph
Gg  IVg, Eg, pgM  of  g  can  be  generated  from  Gf  by  adding  q - 2

identical parallel edges for every existing edge. Obviously Gf  and Gg

have the same strongly connected components. If Gf  does not contain

any  nontrivial  strongly  connected  components,  then  Gg  would  not
contain any either and by Theorem 3 g would be a fixed point system.
If,  on  the  other  hand,  Gf  does  contain  nontrivial  strongly  connected

components,  then  by  [8,  Theorem  6.1]  each  of  those  components
would  have  loop  number  1.  From the  definition  of  g  it  also  follows
for  any  pair  of  vertices  a, b œ Eg  that  s1Ha, bL ≠ 0 fl s1Ha, bL  q - 1.
By Theorem 7 g would be a fixed point system. ‡

Example 1.  Let  F2  be  the  Boolean  finite  field  and  f œ M Fn
nHF2L  the

Boolean coupled monomial dynamical system defined by

f1 HxL  x1
a11

fi HxL  ‰

j1

i

xj
ai j , i  2, … , n

where  ai j œ 80, 1<,  i  1, … , n,  j  1, … , i.  According  to  [8,  Corol-
lary 6.3], such a system is always a fixed point system. Now, let Fq be
a  finite  field  and  consider  g œ M Fn

n IFqM,  the  coupled  monomial  dy-
namical system defined by

g1 HxL  x1
m Ha11L

gi HxL  ‰

j1

i

xj
m Iai jM , i  2, … , n

where

mHaL :=
q - 1 if a  1

0 if a  0.

Such a system is  called triangular.  By Corollary 2,  g  must  be a  fixed
point system.

Theorem 8.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field,  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  coupled  monomial

dynamical  system,  and Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  its  dependency graph.  Then

f  is a fixed point system if for every vertex a œ Vf  that is recurrently

connected to some other vertex b œ Vf  the edge a Ø a appears exactly

q - 1 times in Ef , that is, ¢pf
-1HHa, aLL¶  q - 1.
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Theorem 8.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field,  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  coupled  monomial

dynamical  system,  and Gf  IVf , Ef , pf M  its  dependency graph.  Then

f  is a fixed point system if for every vertex a œ Vf  that is recurrently

connected to some other vertex b œ Vf  the edge a Ø a appears exactly

q - 1 times in Ef , that is, ¢pf
-1HHa, aLL¶  q - 1.

Proof. Let Vf  8a1, … , an< be the enumeration of the vertices and

F := Y-1Hf L  be  the  corresponding  matrix  of  f .  Consider  two  vertices
ai, aj œ Vf  such that ai  is  recurrently connected to aj.  Then by Theo-

rem 5 there is an m1 œ  such that

(13)sm1+g Iai, ajM > 0 " g œ 0.

Consider  now  m2 := maxHn, m1L.  Due  to  the  universality  of  m1  in
equation (13),  for any pair  of  vertices  ai, aj œ VG  with ai  recurrently
connected to aj  there is a sequence ai ↝m2+g aj  of length m2 + g. Con-
sider  one  particular  sequence  ai ↝m2+g aj  of  length  m2 + g  and  call  it
wg := ai ↝m2+g aj. By hypothesis there are exactly q - 1 directed edges
ai Ø ai. Therefore, there are q - 1 copies of the sequence wg. Since we
are  dealing  with  an  arbitrary  sequence  ai ↝Hm2+gL aj  of  fixed  length
m2 + g,  g œ 0  we  can  conclude  that  $ ai j g œ   such  that
sHm2+gL Iai, ajM  ai j g Hq - 1L " g œ 0.  Thus,  f  is  a  coupled  Hq - 1L-
fold  redundant  monomial  dynamical  system  and  the  claim  follows
from Lemma 2. ‡

Example 2.  Let  Fq  be  a  finite  field  and  f œ M Fn
nIFqM  a  monomial

dynamical  system such  that  the  diagonal  entries  of  its  corresponding
matrix  F := Y-1Hf L  satisfy  Fi i  q - 1 " i œ 81, … , n<.  Since  every
vertex satisfies the requirement of Theorem 8, f  must be a fixed point
system.

4. An Algorithm of Polynomial Complexity to Identify Fixed Point 
Systems

4.1 Some Basic Considerations

Definition 17.  Let X  be a nonempty finite set,  n œ   a natural number,
and  f : Xn Ø Xn  a  time  discrete  finite  dynamical  system.  The  phase
space  of  f  is  the  digraph  with  node  set  Xn,  arrow  set  E  defined  as
E := 8Hx, yL œ XnäXn f HxL  y<, and vertex mapping

p : E Ø XnäXn

Hx, yL # Hx, yL.

According  to  our  definition  of  monomial  dynamical  system
f œ M Fn

n IFqM,  the  possibility  that  one  of  the  functions  fi  is equal  to
the zero function is excluded (see Definition 3 and Remark 1). There-
fore,  the  following algorithm is  designed for  such systems.  However,
in  this  algorithmic  framework  it  would  be  convenient  to  include  the
more general case (as defined in [8, 13]), that is, the case when some
of  the  functions  fi  can  indeed  be  equal  to  the  zero  function.  In  the
vein of Remark 1 this actually only requires some type of preprocess-
ing. The preprocessing algorithm is described and analyzed in [5, Ap-
pendix B]. 
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According  to  our  definition  of  monomial  dynamical  system
f œ M Fn

n IFqM,  the  possibility  that  one  of  the  functions  fi  is equal  to
the zero function is excluded (see Definition 3 and Remark 1). There-
fore,  the  following algorithm is  designed for  such systems.  However,
in  this  algorithmic  framework  it  would  be  convenient  to  include  the
more general case (as defined in [8, 13]), that is, the case when some
of  the  functions  fi  can  indeed  be  equal  to  the  zero  function.  In  the
vein of Remark 1 this actually only requires some type of preprocess-
ing. The preprocessing algorithm is described and analyzed in [5, Ap-
pendix B]. 

Our  algorithm  is  based  on  the  following  observation  made  by
Dr. Michael Shapiro about general time discrete finite dynamical sys-
tems: a chain of transient states in the phase space of a time discrete fi-
nite  dynamical  system  f : Xn Ø Xn  can  contain  at  most
s := †Xn§ - 1  †X§n - 1  transient  elements.  Therefore,  to  determine
whether  a  system  is  a  fixed  point  system,  it  is  sufficient  to  establish
whether  the  mappings  f r  and  f r+1  are  identical  for  any  r ¥ s.  In  the
case of  a monomial  system f œ M Fn

n IFqM,  due to the isomorphism of
the  monoids  MInän; EqM  and M Fn

nIFqM  (see  Section 2),  we only  need
to  look  at  the  corresponding  matrices  Fÿr,  Fÿr+1 œ MInän; EqM  (see
also [27] in the Boolean case). Computationally, it is more convenient
to generate the following sequence of powers:

Fÿ2, IFÿ2Mÿ2  Fÿ4, IFÿ4Mÿ2  Fÿ8, IFÿ8Mÿ2  Fÿ16, … , FÿI2
tM.

To achieve the “safe” number of  iterations †Fq
n• - 1  qn - 1 we need

to make sure 2t ¥ qn - 1. This is equivalent to t ¥ log2Hq
n - 1L. To ob-

tain a natural number we use the ceil function:

(14)t := ceilIlog2Hq
n - 1LM.

Thus  we  have,  due  to  the  monotonicity  of  the  log  function,
t < log2Hq

n - 1L + 1 § log2Hq
nL + 1  n log2HqL + 1.

In the Boolean case, the studies performed in [27] on upper bounds
for the length of the transient part of the sequence IFÿiMiœ  of consecu-
tive  powers  of  F  could  significantly  improve  our  algorithm.  Such
bounds could provide us with a better (i.e.,  lower) lower bound than
equation  (14)  for  t.  It  would  be  beyond  the  scope  of  this  article  to
elaborate on these aspects of the Boolean case. 

4.2 The Algorithm and Its Complexity Analysis

The  algorithm  is  fairly  simple.  Given  a  monomial  system
f œ M Fn

n IFqM and its corresponding matrix F := Y-1Hf L œ MInän; EqM: 

1. With t as defined by equation (14), calculate the matrices A := Fÿ2
t
 and

B := FA. This step requires t + 1 matrix multiplications. 
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2. Compare the n2  entries Ai j  and Bi j. This step requires at most n2  com-
parisons.  (This  maximal  value  is  needed  in  the  case  that  f  is  a  fixed
point system.) 

3. f  is a fixed point system if and only if the matrices A and B are equal. 

It is well known that matrix multiplication requires 2 n3 - n2  addi-
tion or multiplication operations. Since t + 1 < n log2HqL + 2, the num-
ber  of  operations  required  in  step  1  is  bounded  above  by
I2 n3 - n2M In log2HqL + 2M.  Summarizing,  we  have  the  following  upper
bound NHn, qL for the number of operations in steps 1 and 2:

NHn, qL := I2 n3 - n2M In log2HqL + 2M + n2.

For a fixed size q of the finite field Fq used it holds that

lim
nØ¶

NHn, qL

n4
 2 log2HqL

and  we  can  conclude  NHn, qL œ OIn4M  for  a  fixed  q.  The  asymptotic
behavior  for  a  growing  number  of  variables  and  growing  number  of
field elements is described by

lim
nØ¶
qØ¶

NHn, qL

n4 log2HqL
 2.

Thus, NHn, qL œ OIn4 log2HqLM for n, q Ø ¶.
It is necessary to comment on the arithmetic operations performed

during  the  matrix  multiplications.  Since  the  matrices  are  elements  of
the  matrix  monoid  MInän; EqM,  the  arithmetic  operations  are  opera-
tions in the monoid Eq. The addition (resp., multiplication) operation
on Eq  requires an integer number addition (resp., multiplication) and
a reduction using redq (see Section 2). For a detailed description of in-
teger  number representation and arithmetic  in  typical  computer  alge-
bra systems see [28, Chapter 4].

The  reduction  redqHaL  of  an  integer  number  a œ 0,  a ¥ q  is  ob-
tained  as  the  degree  of  the  remainder  of  the  polynomial  division
ta ¸ Htq - tL.  According  to  [28,  Section  4.6.5]  this  division  requires
OH2 HdegHtaL - degHtq - tLLL  OH2 Ha - qLL  integer  number  operations.
However,  we  know that  the  reductions  redqH.L  are  applied  to  the  re-
sult  of  (regular  integer)  addition  or  multiplication  of  elements  of  Eq
and therefore
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a - q §
2 Hq - 1L - q  q - 2

Hq - 1L2 - q  q2 - q + 1.

As  a  consequence,  in  the  worst  case  scenario,  one  addition  (resp.,
multiplication) in the monoid Eq  requires OHqL  (resp.,  OIq2M)  regular
integer number operations.

Since Eq  is a finite set and only the results of n2  pairwise additions
and n2  pairwise multiplications are needed, the numbers are stored in
a  table  after  the  first  time  they  are  calculated  while  the  algorithm  is
running.  Since most  of  the commercial  and freely available  computer
algebra systems provide implementations of finite field arithmetic and
arithmetic  of  polynomials  over  a  finite  ring,  the  implementation  of
our  algorithm  is  a  very  simple  task.  We  have  successfully  imple-
mented  the  algorithm  in  MapleTM.  The  code  can  be  made  available
from the author upon request. 

Since the matrix multiplications dominate the complexity of the al-
gorithm, for very large systems more efficient matrix multiplication al-
gorithms could be used. Indeed, using Strassen’s algorithm [29, 30], a
complexity  of  OInw+1 log2HqLM,  where  w § log2H7L º 2.807  could  be
reached.  The  performance  could  be  substantially  improved  through
the use of parallelization techniques [31, 32]. 

It  is  pertinent  to  mention  that  while  this  article  was  being  peer-
reviewed,  the  article  [14]  was  published,  in  which  an  algorithm  of
complexity OIn3 log2In log2HqLM is presented, that is used to determine
whether an n-dimensional linear dynamical system L : Rn Ø Rn  over a
finite  ring R  of  cardinality  q  †R§  is  a  fixed point  system. While  the
authors of [14] did perform a complexity analysis of their algorithm,
they did not elaborate on the details of a concrete computer implemen-
tation of  the  arithmetic  operations  on the  finite  ring R  and thus,  did
not  provide  information  on  the  computational  cost  of  such  opera-
tions. 

In [13] it  is  stated that in order to exploit  their  results  algorithmi-
cally,  an algorithm would be required to determine whether or not a
linear  dynamical  system  L : Rn Ø Rn  over  a  finite  ring  R  is  a  fixed
point system. The algorithm presented in [14] provides this missing in-
gredient.  Nevertheless,  for  a  given  f œ M Fn

n IFqM,  prior  to  being  able
to  apply  the  algorithm  from  [14],  a  linear  dynamical  system
LHf L : H ê Hq - 1LLn Ø H ê Hq - 1LLn  and  a  Boolean  monomial  dynami-
cal system THf L œ M Fn

nHF2L need to be constructed (see [13] for the de-
tails).  The overall  computational  complexity of  an algorithm exploit-
ing the results of [13] and [14] still remains to be investigated.
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